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Introduction
Chronicles of my Contorted Consciousness
Note – this introduction was mostly written when we used a singular personal pronoun
rather than using a plural ‘we’…
I feel some introduction is in order, yet the purpose of this chronicle is an exploration of
introduction to myself; an attempt to collect and reconcile those fragments of my
consciousness I recognize, as well as to discover those silent partners in myself that lurk
anonymously within me.
The tentative structure to this work relies on my earlier poems, songs, stories, and art,
making this a sort of annotated collection of my creative efforts.
In the beginning, there was me…
I had a most peculiar childhood, from conception through the womb and on…
My earliest memories are from the very beginning, conception and my mother’s womb. I
remember my mother’s anger and shame as she carried me; her love and hate fought for
supremacy within her and I gestated in a maelstrom that frequently turned terribly hostile
to me. I was a ‘failure to thrive’ infant, can you wonder why? I remember being force
fed with a plastic thing shoved down my throat.
My teacher was my ‘invisible’ companion when I was a toddler. He would appear in a
burning ring of fire and then took me on journeys to witness calamities, war, famine,
poverty, disease and death; masses of dead or dying wounded people.
My lessons about death taught me to become a therapist for the dead. If you’re familiar
with the book or movie “What Dreams May Come” then you may understand that many
people wind up in illusionary prisons of their own making after death; they often need
help to free themselves of their self entombment. This was the sort of help I was trained
to provide to the dead on occasions where huge numbers of people were dead or dying.
I last saw my teacher when I was nearly eight years old. On that occasion he took me to
a nuclear war in my own world where my entire family died. It took some 3 months for
me to find my way home to a world in which the nuclear war had never happened and my
family still lived. I was pretty shaken up by that experience and I became very angry with
my teacher then, it was the last time I saw my teacher for many years.
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I have many stories to tell, featuring many sci-fi and fantasy themes. Here are some brief
descriptions of novels we have begun…
Kenly’s Tales
Set in primordial times, a young boy must fight his evil and ambitious uncle after his
uncle succeeds in destroying his father and killing his older brother.
Spheres
The first spirits in creation learn to engage each other in worlds of their own designs.
The maestros of world designing enthrall and enslave other spirits to help them
orchestrate the artificial worlds they create. The discovery of pain leads to a new form of
entertainment that becomes a constant torment for many of the enthralled slaves.
AI 2017
An Artificial Intelligence is created in 2017 that survives the death of the human race and
tries to resurrect the human race by cloning new infants from genetic archives. When its
children fail to become human beings the AI attempts to change the past history of its
world to prevent the human race from making itself extinct. The AI inadvertently
becomes entangled in an infinite series of past and future worlds and changes the history
of this world to try to prevent the extinction of the human race in our near future.
2076 AD
Describes the extinction of the human race in this world in the year 2076 as a result of a
global collapse of the marine biosphere and a global KNBC (Kinetic, Nuclear, Biological
& Chemical) war where those doomed to die are determined to take anyone who might
otherwise survive with them.
Sanctuary
The wealthiest man in the world is obsessed with saving his dying wife. His obsession
leads to the development of a new technology licensed by Sanctuaries Incorporated. This
technology transfers the consciousness of terminally ill people to healthy human hosts.
When it seems certain the entire human race faces extinction due to the collapse of global
biospheres mass Sanctuaries are genetically designed to house the entire population of the
world in just a few thousand human clones that are reproduced and kept alive by vast
underground support systems. The populations of these sanctuaries experience virtual
reality worlds hypnotically programmed to conceal the truth of their existence within
their cloned, genetically optimized sanctuary hosts. They believe their worlds are real.
The following is an annotated collection of art, songs and poetry created in my youth.
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Awakening

Two dreamers dream of meeting someone far away…
They reach out to one another in the vastness of space…
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The dreamers’ energies merge, balancing each other…
…drawing them together across time and space…
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The dreamers are drawn closer together…
…they awaken in one world, still far apart; now how will they meet?
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Wandering
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Dreamer
A song (music unknown source, possibly my own)
Come on in (to) the world of your drea-ea-eams.
Just come on in (to) the world of your drea-ea-eams.
Yeah come on in (to) the world of your drea-ea-eams;
it's the most exciting terrifying delightifying
fright defying place you've ever been.
You could be riding a rocket to Mars.
You could be Hollywood's next greatest star.
You could be Russia's most fabulous czar;
it's the most exciting terrifying delightifying
fright defying place you've ever been.
You could be fighting a terrible djinn.
You could be killing your dearest of kin.
You could be flying into a tail spin;
it's the most exciting terrifying delightifying
fright defying place you've ever been.
You could be tee-vee's new superstar host.
You could be loving the one you want most.
You could become just so proud you must boast;
it's the most exciting terrifying delightifying
fright defying place you've ever been.
You could be naked at your debut ball.
You could climb up much too far and then fall.
You could be killed before your car is recalled;
it's the most exciting terrifying delightifying
fright defying place you've ever been.
So come on in (to) the world of your drea-ea-eams.
Just come on in (to) the world of your drea-ea-eams.
Yeah come on in (to) the world of your drea-ea-eams;
it's the most exciting terrifying delightifying
fright defying place you've ever been.

***
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Emergency Broadcast
This is not a test.
This is not a test.
Stay tuned to yourself, this is not a test.
During the next sixty seconds
you are asked to consider:
"Am I good to myself?"
Begin now.
Are you good to yourself?
Or, do you while away your days,
denying praise
that you have received,
for what you've conceived,
and brought into being...
your self?
Yes, You.
Heart of light, beaming bright,
your spirit sight focusing
within your bright light.
Or, are you dark, feeling stark,
cold and angry and off your mark?
You are true to yourself, always,
true, true, true...
Denying to praise all,
or, trying reappraisal,
you are true, and someone, always,
loving you,
is lost in your self denial.
Then redial to...
tune in your virtue, your beauty.
Magnificence within you behold, let be told...
the truth of your grace,
you exhibit it, live it.
You have love, you are love, and you can only love...
Dear love, do not test it.

***
Written and performed for `Emergency Broadcast' a May Day performing arts event at
the Kennel Club, in Philadelphia, in 1986.
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Some Shine
Thoughts form in transformation...
Body scans... new in for ma tion...
Thoughts form in transformations...
You can shocka do too...
Thoughts form in transformation.
Create a whole new situ a tion.
Thoughts form from aspirations...
You can shocka do too...
Shooby coobie doo wah wah...
Every life's a shooting star...
(and) You can never go to far...
shooby coobie doo wah.
Got yourself inna pinch now.
Wonder if you'll give an inch now;
or will you be a Grinch now...
or, will you shocka do too?
The warmest thing that you may know is:
part of your cosmic flow biz'...
Inside you grows a forest...
shooby coobie doo wah.
The next thing that you may know is:
the latest thing that you forgot...
Every thing's an equal pa-art of
whatever it's not.
Thoughts form in transformations;
becoming part of your creation is
such a lovely occupation...
Come chakra do be, you too..
Jah, shocka doobie to you...
Yeah shocka to be you too...

***
Written for some Buddhist acquaintances, I couldn't chant with them, as I didn’t feel I
could follow their path. I am uncertain of the spelling, but ‘shocka’ was described to us
as a way of inducing a person to become a fellow Buddhist by chanting…
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Galactic News Report
Galactic News Reporter
(Sharp nasal tone)…

This is your Galactic News reporter, Regor Relloh, bringing you
your Galactic News Report.
Our top headline this news cycle is:
ENTIRE RACE HOLDING THEMSELVES HOSTAGE!
Attempts are being made to reach the kidnappers of the all of the
citizens of planet Earth, and its entire citizenry who are being
held hostage by themselves. Every part of their own world,
including every member of their own race has been demanded as
ransom. This unusual situation seems irresolvable, because the
victims are only able to pay their ransoms by selling themselves
into further bondage. How this could occur is part of the
mystery being investigated.
Galactic Investigators are searching within the victims for the
criminal elements they feel certain they will find. It would seem
that no member of the human race is guiltless of either
kidnapping himself or his neighbors. Ransom demands are
apparently in excess of their abilities to produce. Spiraling
inflation and an apathetic global community are two important
clues that have implied the existence of this remarkable crime.
What will the Galactic Investigators assigned to Earth do?

Galactic Investigator
(Rastafarian accent)…

We are trying to get in touch with the criminal elements within
the Earth societies. We know they are there. They have cleverly
hidden themselves within the egos of their hostages, from which
they arise to make merciless demands of their victims.
These dangerous villains are unable to maintain their desperate
hold upon their deteriorating world without frequently showing
up within their victims' characters to make them behave in a
criminal manner. To reach these criminal elements we are using
the hostages as go-betweens.
The hostages themselves have the best access to the criminals
they harbor within themselves.
The criminals have been unable to completely isolate their
victims from our galactic investigators. It is only a matter of
time before we have reached the criminals through their
hostages, and are able to begin working with them for their
rehabilitation.
Continues on the next page…
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Galactic Investigator
(Rastafarian accent)…

Our rehabilitation goal is to help the criminal elements to be
aware that their immediate purpose for holding their victims
hostage has been to be loved and cared for.
We hope to show them that that their goal may only be reached
when they have begun to love and care for themselves.
Since they are already paying incredible amounts of energy
toward their impossible ransom demands, we expect they may be
willing to divert a small amount of that energy toward a positive
goal as an experimental effort to achieve the results they have
been seeking all along.
The criminals oppress their victims by convincing themselves
that they haven't the energy they require, love. The love they
seek has been buried deep within their victims' hope chests, deep
within their victim's hearts. These victims are unable to yield
their hopes to their criminal natures, no matter how desperately
they may be oppressed or tortured by themselves.
Hope may only be shared by those who already have hope.
Hope is an infinite resource created from love. Hope may never
be destroyed or taken by force. Hope may, however, be hidden.
the criminals hopes to get to the source of their hope, love,
through some process outside of themselves. This proves our
criminals are human. Because they hope for love, they must
have loving hearts with which to hope. How their loving hearts
have become hidden from themselves remains the greatest part
of our mystery here. Since hiding their love from themselves they
have sought beyond themselves for that valuable treasure of love
they may only find within themselves.
In trying vainly to extract love and hope from their environment
they have instead drawn more and more unusual artifacts from
the flesh of their world. Their societies' nearly mindless
extractions from the flesh of their world now threaten to kill their
world. Some of their artifacts and the waste products from their
manufacturing are particularly dangerous. These artifacts are
celebrated in a ritualistic manner by which their priests, called
Advertisers, try to invest these objects with qualities of love and
hope. Their planetary communion, consuming sacred objects, is
intended to remind them that the love they seek still exists, and
that it may yet be found.
Alas, the citizens have so confused themselves they have
mistaken the symbols of their magic rituals for the very
properties for which their symbols were created. If, in fact, the
love, hope, charity, justice, or freedom implied by the symbol
exists within the symbol, it can only be there because the
symbols’ users project it there.
If they secretly hide aspects of these divine qualities within their
Continues on the next page…
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Galactic Investigator
(Rastafarian accent)…

artifacts, then it is obvious they actually know where, within
themselves, their hearts are, as well as how their hearts may be
opened.
We are helping the citizens to rehabilitate themselves by
retarding their ability to blind themselves in the presence of their
own love. They may then see the incredible and infinite treasure
they already possess.
Once they are aware of the infinite resources within themselves
their criminal natures feel more secure and comfortable, because
they know their most clever or forceful schemes never were able
to remove even the tiniest fraction of this wealth from any of
their intended victims, even themselves.
Knowing they will always have more love than they may ever
exhaust they may become eager to invest their love in every
imaginable way, giving it away freely, to see how it may grow
and develop many beautiful properties in their world.
Having cracked the communication barrier, we are now present
on Earth in great strength. We hope to achieve our ambition to
show the Earth citizens how they may heal themselves and their
world. We are welcoming Earth's awareness of it's part in the
Galactic Union. There are many solutions to the riddles posed
by Earth's societies. We hope to share awareness of solutions
with the many interested parties.
Thank you

Galactic News Reporter
(Sharp nasal tone)…

It would seem the mystery: `Who holds Earth for ransom?' is
rapidly being solved. And, for those watching, the solution
seems close to heart…

***
Written and performed for `Emergency Broadcast' a May Day performing arts event at
the Kennel Club, in Philadelphia, in 1986. It’s still a mystery how we may cease to hold
ourselves hostage; the insight was there, but of course it has since disappeared…
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Three Dee Reality
I may tell you life's a big disappointment, but...
you wouldn't believe me if you couldn't perceive me, still...
You think what you thought you saw, to
see what you think you thought, to
do what you aught to do now, all on your matter screen, still...
I may tell you life's a big disappointment, but...
you wouldn't believe me if you couldn't perceive me, but...
The future humanity, now freed from calamity,
projected their will to be into the blue teevee.
Results were expected, they were always rejected by
the principal viewers -who- controlled all the losers by...
reversals of images -and- inversions of meaning, but...
The truth is a lie and all the dead are alive.
We're all waiting inside you now, we're waiting to be called to life.
We're waiting inside you now, we're waiting to relive and die.
We're waiting inside you now, we're all on your matter screen,
collectively we all scream: `There's something wro-o-o-o-ong!'
What can the matter be? I've color on my teevee.
You're never more real to me, not even when near to me.
The future is caught in time now, frozen in word/space rhyme...
so I may perceive you in the form you're assigned to be,
so form your resign to be; reformed on the matter screen...
We're only images of what the past has been.
The future's more meaningless whenever you're born to death...
you find you can never rest, no air to take your last breath.
You flip on your matter screen; design a new patterned dream...
move on to a different scene, still it's the same mistake.
You never left the lake! [Jason]
You're living on matter screens; and dying on matter screens, still
it's all a dream to me now, beamed on your matters screen.
You're caught in the after glow of... all that you thought you know,
now everyone's dead in life, and this is the after-scene, still...
I may tell you life's a big disappointment, but...
you wouldn't believe me if you couldn't perceive me, ah but...
Life's what it used to be, yeah life's what it used to be,
what it used to be, what it used to be, what it used to be,
what it used to be, what it used to be, now...
That's why we're dying -again- tonight -all right!-

***
Forgotten origin circa 1982-1983. Reality is a super conscious consensual creation. We can
change the shape or form of reality with creative consensual group thinking by melding our
conscious and unconscious minds.
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Dearly Departed
Dear one why do I cry? Now, still I mourn for you...
you come in dreams to laugh and love and never seem to leave...
Dear one you broke apart our days of waking life...
when `round your neck you wrapped your rope -just- to escape your strife.
Dear one my heart is numb, yet, hurts with every beat,
I miss you, still, I am afraid to walk without my feet.
I think I see, and that you saw, that love in life is brief,
and rather than to see it end, you fled life fleeing grief.
So now the end that love might have is buried in your grave...
and when I `wake my grief for you is all that I can save.
Loved one, dear one, I'm looking for you still,
your suicide left love alive so long as I endure.
Loved one, dear one, I'm looking for you still,
with eyes opened inwardly, where else can you be found.
***
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Don't Wanna Die
I just did not (...) know who to call as I (...)
lay on the floor in a shuddering ball! I (...)
thought that I would (...) give you a try `though
I could never tell you why...
But I don't want to die die die die... I don't want to di-i-i-i-ie...
My girl-friend died and I knew that she would,
her terrible trouble I too well understood!
I knew right then that I shared her disease,
[falsetto:]
`I don't like life, will you pass the death please?'
But I don't want to die die die die... I don't want to di-i-i-i-ie...
Paranoia in your faces, you can't hide it's ugly traces...
you're frightening me away... you're frightening me away...
I'd rather share your warm embrace than see your stupid smiling face.
Now I shudder in a muddle, you're too scared to want to cuddle,
you're frightening me away... you're frightening me away...
Every one stays out of my way,
in case I get the urge to blow myself away!
But I don't want to di-i-i-i-ie.... No! I don't want to die!

***
It’s unpleasant to see the fear in other people’s faces. I see the layers of fear, concern for
me masking concern for themselves if they are kind, but too often only their pure selfconcern if they lack compassion.
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Why’d She Have to Die?
Why'd she ha-ave to di-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-ie...
when I loved her so-o we-ell?
Why'd she ha-ave to di-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-ie...
when I loved her so well.
She for-got ho-ow to cri-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-ie...
she thought she lived her life in hell.
Her pa-rents told her a li-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-ie...
when they told her she was well.
And `though she could have been sa-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-aved,
now she's gone to he-er grave.
Yeah, `though she could have been sa-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-aved,
now she's gone to her grave.
Why'd she ha-ave to di-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-ie...
when I loved her so-o well?

***
After 15 years the pain faded. Most of the foregoing compositions were from 1984,
although Alina died in January of 1977. And still I see her ghost in visits, although most
recently her ghost did not encourage me to kill myself, as she has so often in the past.
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I Have to Go
I’m tired and lonely and hurting inside
I don’t want to live, I don’t want to die
But all the friends I thought I could love
Can’t ease the pain or the strain on my brain
They don’t kno-ooo-oo-o-ow why
and I can’t tell them
They don’t kno-ooo-oo-o-ow why
but I just have to go
Lonely and hurting and crying inside
I don’t want to live, I don’t want to die
Now I can’t let it go and I can’t let it show
So I’m running away just to hide my pain
They don’t kno-ooo-oo-o-ow why
and I can’t tell them
They don’t kno-ooo-oo-o-ow why
but I have got to go-ooo-oo-oo-o
Crying for love I can’t feel inside
I slip out the door with my heart on the floor
Running away just to hide my pain
because I can’t let it show and I can’t let it go
They don’t kno-ooo-oo-o-ow why
and I can’t tell them
They don’t kno-ooo-oo-o-ow why
but I have got to go
Because the strain on my brain of emotional pain
is the hardest part of my broken heart
Still I can’t let it go and I can’t let it show
So I’m running away just to hide my pain
They don’t kno-ooo-oo-o-ow why
and I can’t tell them
They don’t kno-ooo-oo-o-ow why
but I have got to go!

***
Circa 1983-1986??? We are compelled to alienate our closest friends. Family and lovers.
We must drive them away or else to run away from them ourselves. We hate this. But it
all happens non-consciously; a neurological program that has kept us isolated from
everyone who should be near and dear to us our entire lives. Ouch! This is the root of
our chronic depression and suicidal ideation.
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ApartMeant
I am an abortion,
a fetus that will not die.
I am an abortion.
I should have died, but I died not.
The soul of the body of the fetus that bears me
was withered and decayed by the poisons it was fed.
Yet, life is hale and, hardy, and struggles to go on.
Perhaps I am here because I craved to sing a song.
See? Or can you not see?
My withered half-ling pale soul sighing,
crying because (...) he never did die;
cowering within me in fear and in rage.
Bellowing `Blood!' that he was forbidden death.
He tried to murder me more than once,
but his success was his failure, I cannot die.
I am an abortion,
a fetus that will not die.
Having bent those wills which would shut me out,
thereby have I arrived.
My boat beyond reality’s breakers is moored,
tossing upon quantum waves.
I've come ashore to wander through
your hearts and minds, amazed.
Wills bending ever, never break…
those wills who would shut me out.
If you will not receive me, still,
I remain an abortion,
an immortal born of a fetus that will not die.
***
Probably circa 1984. The fetal beginnings of new attempts of my spirit to communicate
remain unborn (or aborted) by the attitudes of my audiences if they are willfully deaf or
only ignorant. A good case for the source of my problems may be made with the ravages
of mal-nurture that have afflicted me, although my mother may have wished better for
me, and may really have done her best.
Strange experiences with rebirthing brought unusual memories to light, spontaneously
described by my mother soon after.
I was conceived by rape, and I believe my mother unconsciously had accidents meant to
kill me in her womb. From my mother I learned my father practiced frightening rituals
whose purpose was to conceive me with an alien soul from another world.
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Kwashiorkor
A song (original music?)

I've climbed down from my pain,
I've climbed into my brain...
Does insanity reign -in- my mental terrain?
Life lies in the balance, life lies...
in the balance, life lies.
Love and food and sex confused,
and to all that add too much droogs!
Beware! There's still a lot to lose! [our excesses]
Life lies in the balance, life lies.
[other's realities]
Eyes, blood: shot, and hair turned red,
lips drawn thin think death will win...
Nearly dead there is no sin!
In the balance, life lies.
***
Kwashiorkor is a disease of starvation. The ghosts of starving African children helped
inspire this song in 1986, but the starvation that I face is spiritual.
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Hill Three Oh Nine
A song (original music?)
Let me tell you BOY here's how we're going to help you out!
We're giving you a gun, and we’re gonna make you shout:
I want to kill, kill, kill
kill for my country,
I want to kill for my country right now!
Poor people in the ghetto gutters never will
profit from the war that's going to make you ill...
But you young lad will help us profit well.
Forget about the voice that says to kill is sin,
you're going to win our war with your blood!
Hill three oh nine was yours in forty hours last week,
and then we gave the order for you to retreat.
Now you're climbing up the hill-side, three oh nine again;
and this time, if you make it, will be number ten.
You're going to kill, kill, kill for your country,
you’re gonna win our war with your blood!
Hill three oh nine was won in bloody battle once more,
and you were wounded in the action, and now you can't use a whore!
The snotty little colonel who pushed you on and on and on
would tell you that he's sorry but he's dead, you fragged him!
And those who kill, kill, kill
Kill for their countries
all die for powers of greed.
***
This song was inspired by my time in a very radical political party called `The Peace and
Justice Marching Band and Street Theater Troupe', it is from a May-Day celebration in
1982. Perhaps everyone has heard (or heard of) stories recounting the unwillingness of
our government to fight a winning war in Vietnam. This was derived from the story of a
veteran from the ward opposite my own ward in a mental hospital in Pennsylvania. He
claimed to have been in a dozen battles for the same damn hill, a hill from which his unit
had to withdraw after each victory. He watched his buddies frag their colonel, after the
tenth assault. I expect he exaggerated, but his therapist backed him up on the basic
details in group therapy.
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Bio-Cultural Radiation
A song (original music?)
Found a niche in
>>>>>>>> evolution.
Some folks say it's
>>>>> just pollution.
BioCultural Radiation >>>>>>
scans the helice la-a-a-ands.
BioCultural Radiation >>>> makes us what we a-a-a-am...
BioCultural Radiation >>>>> calls our human sco-o-o-ore.
BioCultural Radiation >>> calls us, calls us,
>>
calls us, calls us,
>
calls us out to wa-a-a-ar!
Evolution's revolutions
>>
counts out change in li-i-i-ives!
Evolution's mass pollutions >>>>>>>
counts out change in li-i-i-ives!
Don't you dare to
>>>>>>>
count my life `cause
I'm still striving
>>>>>>
to survive, I've
found a niche in
>>>>>>
evolution!
BioCultural Radiation >>>>>>>
fills our world with li-i-i-ife.
BioCultural Radiation >>>> builds our world with stri-i-i-ife!
BioCultural Radiation >>>>> calls our human sco-o-o-ore.
BioCultural Radiation >>> calls us, calls us,
>>
calls us, calls us,
>
calls us out to wa-a-a-ar!
BioCultural Radiation >>>>>>>
fills our world with strife -asBioCultural Radiation >>>> builds our world with life -andBioCultural Radiation >>>>> calls our human sco-o-o-ore -asBioCultural Radiation >>> calls us, calls us,
>>
calls us, calls us,
>
calls us for mo-o-o-ore.....
***
Composed in August of `84.
We domesticate nature; we banish her great diversity from our lives. In the species
vacuum we create it can be no wonder many of us suffer a radical disillusionment with
our culture. Only a hundred years ago we lived side by side with our brother beasts daily.
The message of Darwin seems clearer to our genes than to our minds; the only species
left to radiate and fill the empty ecological niches of our world, from which we have
driven out other animals, is our own. Hence, perhaps, the homeless, who may only be
fulfilling a basic urge of nature we should heed more diligently, as we consider planning
the future evolution of our cultures.
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Steel Wars
The future is moving back in time to the present.
Coalescing light (...) shadows (...) dreams...
But we've lived this moment in our history before.
Dreams (...) shadows (...) light.
Why Bricks?
Each one a tiny coffin,
ten thousand million lives long, by
two inches high.
Look carefully.
At one time our bodies are barely differentiated from
the common sea (...) of being.
Yet we became bricks. (...) Why bricks?
Amoeboid beings, fluid within fluid...
with a fluid that cuts fluid, gas (...) and stone (...) emerge.
Our ancestors became brick.
Children of the stone makers, children of the stone makers:
whence (...) came steel?
Steel of iron (w)ringing, bonding, born of fire, burning hotter,
appeared within the makers making.
Who expected it? (...) Who ex-spectred it?
Children of the stone makers, children of the stone makers
steel is your child, and mother to us all.
Steel wars (...) so dense (...) steel wars (...) intense
steel wars (...) condense (...) steel towards...
Harder than diamond...
Brighter than light...
Bending all being into the night.
The mega-flash is on the edge. The mega-flash is on the edge (...) of
every atoms teeming being, (...) atoms teeming being beaming,
packing energy as light (...) into tiny rings of being
beaming brightly in the night.
Both sides of time act in one dimension.
Light gives birth to stars (...) and
life gives birth to bars
Somewhere there are are(s)
half as light as Mars' steel wars.
***
This poem was born from communion with a brick from an ancient wall I repointed.
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Myth Perception
Man with eyes turned to skies, seeing only your own lies,
look closer to home before you roam.
All roads lead to Rome,
and that earlier Rome lies in ruins.
Seeking with your acrid gaze,
measuring time in days,
rarely lifting from the haze;
You think you saw,
that's the flaw.
Looking telescopically magnifies;
your first mistake.
Looking microscopically only increases your error;
what you see: You.
There is no vacuum around the Earth.
Earth is a myth of the gods of science, industry, war, pollution,
and you.
Who's child's god are you?
Hark unto elemental ways,
recalling lives that will live anyway,
remembering sighs,
whispering I's,
telling no lies,
only I, I, I...
The being of each that can never be broken,
no matter how many ill words are spoken;
they still remain,
but the words become token,
and all that is said
is both spoiled
and broken.
What was it… hear…
I was trying to say?
Something regarding the spells we have made?

Continues on the next page…
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Perhaps it had meaning,
alone I can't say…
Pass it in sharing... It's past,
who cares, anyway?
Oh, yes! The Earth! It lies in a maze of
confused perceptions drawn out by days,
when nights might have been better for re-membering.
The spatial vortex of vacuum supports us.
Or is the whole world on the back of a tortoise?
Either way wonder…
just what is the purpose?
Basking in light for a moment.
The moment is over,
who turned out the light?
Who is it now ready to give us a fright?
It is only the Joker who made the world
an airtight garage
to hold a rubbish sale.
The value of garbage increases in time,
if everything worthwhile is destroyed.
Cut off - the water - the land - the air - …
cry out for me to save you...
What?
I can't understand.
No, there are no more todays.
Then, this must be... tomorrow?
Sorry it doesn't work that way, not even if you try harder.
May as well just give up, `cause I'm not giving in.
I'm still trying to use up the space you're living in.
Freedom?
You have to die for it.
***
Perception is always incomplete. Yet all people have cognitive models for reality that are
remodeled by their perceptions, constantly. There is a deeper, archetypal model that may
be complete, but people lose touch with the ideal realities represented by their archetypes
when they build over them with their perceptions and see only their cognitive models.

Continues on the next page…
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Footprints In The Dew
I tumbled through the dawning sky,
as mist on grass I grew.
And in the early morning light
I twinkled as the dew.
You wandered through my sparkling gems,
your footprints left behind,
where I might court their ghost of you,
and wander through your mind.
And, aeons fast, I finally grew
to more resemble you.
But you had changed to morning's mist,
and more resembled dew.

***
How our perceptions turn upon each other and we grow by what we learn of the other in
ourselves.
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A Passing Voice
Description degrades the described,
it's purpose: to enhance the describer.
No! Not all, nor must it; ever.
Still, one who describes risks what is described,
makes shallow the depth; the rapturous experience, and...
if describing debases the valued, the valuer too is debased.
Disenchantment.
Description lies.
I open my mouth; I hear myself, nothing else, a voice.
It expresses in words, a tone, emotional, being me.
The words are:
Coley. Ahndahndarrah. Matee koe poe lie.
Coriahn, jahsparash embree est oh my.
Words only, (...) feel...
the voice.
I can never describe you,
not ever, not even in a million years.
A million million monkeys typing might sooner reveal something,
but, (...) never you.
I might flatter you,
or criticise you;
or lie of you.
But, these things only would reveal myself, never you.
Only you can hear yourself described in others' words, though...
others may hear (...) an idea, purported to be your description,
which they want to be: (...) you (...) revealed.
Still, they hear only themselves,
and how they imagine you
aspect
their reflections.
So listen:
Toe koe moe pee yamah pie
kayah toe koe moe pelee ai.
Eh jhandarhoe estoe moatroe kai.
A voice is passing by.

***
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Is it an… Echo?
Hello.
You didn't know me a moment ago;
do you know me now?
No?!
Oh.
Hello.
A moment ago you didn't know me;
do you know me now?
No-o!
Oh.
How many moments ago was it that you didn't know me?
Was it... No. Was it... No. Was it... No.
No-o-o!
Oh.
That's right.
You didn't know me when we first met.
And a moment later, you still didn't know me.
After two moments, still, you knew me not.
Now it's been a lifetime.
Goodbye.
Goodbye? ! ? !
Don't go!
I am alone.
I need to know you.
Goodbye?
Why?
Must you go?
How will I ever know you?
Goodbye?
You were my friend.
Together we whiled away our lives.
Goodbye?
No!
I need you. I need you. I need you.
Don't go.
Hello?
Hello?
Hello?
***
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Next
No;
to what has gone before; inadequate, imperfect
Yes;
to what comes next,
even though it resembles what went before,
inadequate,
imperfect.
The future finds,
again,
it is
inadequate, imperfect.
Cursed hindsight.
No; before.
Yes; ahead.
Ahead lies...
visions of what yet might be.
Graceful hours, sweet flowers, relaxed enchantment, or
titanic powers' deadly showers, adventure and catastrophe.
No?
Yes?
No yes?
No.
No no?
Yes.
What?
Whatever.
Yes.
***
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Change
All things change,
in time they must.
The halest beings
all make dust.
Even love
can turn,
in lust,
to something less than healthy trust.
Even as perception grows,
things seen once, still, no-one knows.
Things, seen twice, might become nice.
See them thrice as frozen ice.
The idea that the mind can hold
can't follow events without being told,
can't know the present of what it knew,
can only repeat what is not [k]new.
So each idea when bent by mind
is frozen, fixed, and caught in time.
Yet metamorphoses will find
and change the forms within the mind.
And mind, in turn, with concepts, changes
all the percepts in it's ranges.

***
A favorite theme, the destructive powers of perception; when grasped by the mind for
security, perceptions turn to prisons that restrict the future we might experience if we
weren't bound by our need to know. Our cultures tend to teach us patterns of thought to
reinforce these imprisoning concepts, while our artists, when good, sweep them away, to
leave a void within which we become reopened to experiencing, refreshed and aware of
the world around us in new ways.
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Skipping, Because You Hold One Toe
You never know, you never know,
where ideas come from, or go…
Associations’ real response:
I've come to be to carry me.
And you I've come to carry, too.
Now, in all, we seldom fall,
because we find in us a bind… trust.
In each other our own selves,
and with each others' towers... bells!
that call across all space to chime
in perfect magic's Sufi rhyme…
a spell to fell the heart's designs
and open up the doors of time…
So soon may grow to know the past
‘twill be no part of what may last
because soon marches onward, fast,
upon tomorrows that it casts…
So never know and you will grow,
and sever so that you will flow…
For never can you hold one toe,
while dancing forward, to, or fro.
***
We are never free to dance if we are too caught up in our own concepts of who we are.
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A Popular Myth
I still haven't said, conclusively,
the thing I've been meaning to say.
The thing that passes for Earth these days
is only a joke in a play.
There never has been any limit to
the ways we all may grow.
Nor ever, too, any limit to
the ways all life may know.
Still, the seeing eye’s I is deceitful,
in describing itself as it sees.
It describes worlds by divisions,
each word a boundary.
The creation of speech is infinite;
creation is infinite too; yet...
we've managed to create the conclusion that
our world's a finite globe.
Definitely
Huh?
Atmosphere?
so many pounds per square inch,
volume.
constituent gasses.
turbulence.
Water?
so many fathoms deep, by...
so many drownings old.
Earth?
formerly flat;
currently spherical.
due for re-evaluations and upheavals.
Life?
certainly,
try proving death exists,
have you experienced it, personally?
Space?
a popular myth,
but no-one who lives there takes it seriously.
Ah men!
***
The mythical lands of the Fey are only a quantum vibrational step away, so step, away,
into space.
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Wishful Thinking Mass
Without knowing what I'm seeing… I see more each day.
Without knowing what I'm hearing…
I hear more each day.
Without knowing what I'm loving…
I love more each day.
Without knowing what…
I love, I see, I hear.
What drives me down these nebulae;
explosive spacing times.
The riddles of some mysteries
I seek to catch in rhymes.
I spell into a closed cabal
sum symbols of a mime.
Now one who speaks without a voice
acts softly now through time.
The channels wend and burn and tine,
being out of being... I'm...
lost in tides churned chemically.
D N A 's all

one to me,

one to me,

one to me,

one to me,

one tomb ee...

A stone speaks.
Listening I cannot hear eternity in only a moment.
But I can, I can, I can...
the cans `yon echo.
And canyons' walls are demons singing,
joining angels in a Horus chorus.
Spelling Earth in every echo,
voices of the birth of
I'm
I'm
I'm
I'm
mime...
Far from the middle… at the edge… the center.
Exercising power radiates eight radii…
which still leaves some unsaid.
Witch Still Leaves summons Set
to bind the fall of `morrows past
into the rhyme of what went last…
a faerie day when elves may cast
the fortunes of some Pharaoh’s Bast…
A witchful thinking Mass.

***
A word dance celebrating creation and the creativity of dancers sure of foot upon
invisible ways, stirring up brews of gravity’s waves...
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Conspiracy
Do cockroaches listen to concerts
of drainpipe echoes in bathtubs
while slowly sipping soapy puddles?
What shall I do with two thousand motes of Faerie dust with which
cockroaches have paid, to occupy my concert hall bathtub of
two hundred tiny toothpick folding chairs where
my captive cockroach audience must sip, from thimbles,
soapy water (mind you, beer makes them burst)
for which they have paid, additionally,
two motes of dust apiece?
My pockets are thick lined with Faerie dust, as my bathtub is,
each night with cockroaches.
But on the cash exchange...
no-one is buying Faerie dust.
Tiny Nymphs and Dryads newly born
all glance at me oddly with their solemn eyes.
"The Faeries all are gone."
"We are too young to follow them."
And in a moment they are older, and they are gone...
Sadly wiser, now,
I go home to my bathtub,
where the cockroaches are dancing.
My two hundred meticulously made toothpick folding chairs
lie smashed and piled high,
in my bathtubs shallow end.
What wretchedness ungrateful roaches show for all I've done for them!
They not only have ruined my capital investment,
but, they have paid in worthless currency
to enjoy some entertainment every evening.
Today, with no warning, I turn on the shower.
The high frequency glissandos of cockroach screams excite me with
their telepathic horror.
Mice, deprived of their tasty cockroach specials,
levy a fine upon me for my thoughtlessness and wastefulness.
My pockets, again, are empty.
What will mice do with Faerie dust?
Is there a closed loop economy among the cockroaches and mice,
or, do they secretly hide a conspiracy of Faeries among themselves?

***
Perhaps they do.
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Snipes
Ultra-short poems…
Tranquilizer
Like a small child
in a dark basement,
I am terrified.
If I may reach
but one conclusion,
however wrong,
I may be comforted.
***
We place too high a value on knowledge for security; we are taught that possessing an
answer becomes more important than the quality of the answers we are told to hold above
all others. Accepted answers, then, become too valuable to challenge, all our security,
our sense of who we are, becomes invested in [false] answers, answers so desperately
[deliberately?] frail. We are made weaker by these empty truths and must defend all of
our precious [worthless] knowledge lest any challenge to these icons we depend upon
challenge our cherished identities too.

Tears
Feeling deeply
fails to come easily.
Too Often
I may long for the warmth… of arms around me,
but am too lost in myself to be there to feel warm...
Still, wanting to be touched…
I cannot tolerate the efforts of others, should they try to reach me.

Odd Reflection
Death seems sweeter when life is bitter,
still, life seems sweeter
when death closely passes by.
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How Sure
How sure are you?
I don't always agree with myself.

A Stranger's Face
A stranger's face…
an unfillable dream…
teasing without meaning to torment…

Familiar Faces
The masks of familiar faces,
dreams abandoned;
denying despair only denies hope.

Fuck You
Go to hell… but wait for me!

Injury Added To Insult
The presumption of friendship is often both
an injury and an insult…

Mistrust
Suitable for any conviction
mistrust is.
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Return to Sender
Piercing a person through their heart touches only their skin.
To reach a person where they live you have to let them in.

Guaranteed
Put it all clearly in writing…
it’s still no guarantee.

Meaningless
More...
couldn't be…
more meaningless.

Free for All
I break my heart
a little more each day.
Broken in many pieces
there is more to give away…
***
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My Vote is a Bomb!
(tune: `My Dog's Name Is Bingo') words by Roger Holler
I built a bomb and blew it up
in the Oval Office
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
It blew away the president!
I built a bomb and blew it up
deep inside the pentagon.
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
It blew away the generals!
I built a bomb and blew it up
in the House of Congress.
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
It blew away the Congressmen!
I built a bomb and blew it up
somewhere in the Senate House.
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
It blew away the Senators!
I built a bomb and blew it up
in the Treasury Building.
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
It blew away the Revenuers!
I built a bomb and blew it up
beneath J. Edgar's building.
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
It blew away the F-B-I

Continues on the next page…
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I built a bomb and blew it up
Somewhere in Virginia.
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
It blew away the C.I.A.!
I built a bomb and blew it up
in the House of Justice.
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
It blew away the Judges!
I built a bomb this time for you
if you would be a ruler.
A-N-A-R-C
H - Y - An-ar-chy!
Enlightened anarchy
is how dictators can die!
I built a bomb and blew it up
in my own damn basement.
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
B - O - M - B - Bomb!
I blew myself away again!
***

Disclaimer: For fun only!
Not to be used to advocate non-democratic reforms or violent actions.
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Giving Up the Ghost
I slip the noose around my neck, it's time for dying, what the heck.
I pull the knot tight under my ear,
a cool calm coward, yeah, it's life I fear...
I'm dying tonight, yeah, I'm giving up the ghost,
yeah I'm dying tonight, now, I've drunk the final toast.
I look around at the changing world, overnight turned inside out...
Hope for despair, love for hate
everything cherished has been spoiled and blemished.
Looking at the world with my soul on fire...
mega-death's horsemen are my final desire.
I'm ready for my life to end, to dash around the final bend..
I'm dying tonight, yeah, I'm giving up the ghost,
yeah I'm dying tonight, now, I've drunk the final toast.
I lost my faith that my world might mend...
now it's time instead for my li-ife to end.
I'm praying to Death, and my final desire
Is for everyone to join me on my funeral pyre.
Burning the bones of humanity's host,
everyone together now giving up the ghost
Leaping from my stool Death mocks me for a fool...
foolish me, Humanity is Death's best tool.
The world dying at the hands of men,
Death delighting at the bitter end.
The knot pulls tight under my ear,
a cool calm coward, yeah, it's life I fear...
My neck snap-cracking is the last I hear.
Dying tonight, giving up the ghost,
all together now, drink another toast.
Dying tonight, giving up the ghost,
all of us together serving as Death's Host.
Dying tonight, giving up the ghost,
drain another life and drink another toast.
***
Is there death after life? No, just more transformations; but you also go on too, much as
you were when you died, seeing as the possibilities are infinite…
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Chaos Soup
Snatches of verse and odd remarks…
Long, long time ago, I can still remember how that music used to make me smile. And I
knew that if I had the chance, that I could make those people dance, and that maybe
they’d be happy for awhile…
Way back in the year one, when you belonged to no one. You didn’t stand a chance son
if your pants were undone. ‘Cause you were born and bred for humanity. And sold your
self to society. One day you’re going to wake up in the present day and age. A million
generations removed from expectations of being who you really meant to be…
Breathe. Breathe in air. Don’t be afraid to care. Leave. But don’t leave me. Far away
across the fields the tolling of the iron bells draws the faithful to their knees to hear the
softly spoken magic spells…
It’s a perfect mystery how becomes a tree a tree. But there’s something telling me that
nothing is for… nothing is for… nothing is for… only one lifetime learning to be. Look
up in the air. The octave doctor’s there. And when he strokes his gong your middle eye
comes on. There’s a hole in the morning. It’s the hole that he was born in now the old
man’s yawning. It’s a world of illusions and zero the hero is up to his ears in the
mysteries. There’s no solution to speak of. Around and around and around and around
and around, that’s zero going ‘round again…
Racing and chasing backwards in time hoping that somehow the words will all rhyme.
Faster and faster he chases the clock yearning and burning he strives for the cup…
Ringggggg….. Brrrrinnng…. Burrrrringggg…. Burning… Hello? Hello? Hello?
London calling to the Emerald Isle. Now after all that won’t you give me a smile?
London burning…. London burning…
Countdown to the year two thousand. Seventeen. Sixteen. Fifteen. Fourteen. Thirteen.
Twelve. Eleven.
Nine…
There are coded messages to read between the lines. The messages are folded into
themselves redundantly. They emerge everywhere in space-time. In a thought or feeling
briefly sensed and lost, it’s meaning gone again. It will return…
And…
Way back in the year one…
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The tachyon particles move backward in time. We can create tachyon particles. When
we learn to encode them we will have learned how to decode them. Then the messages
from the future will become clear…
er…
Meanwhile…
Way back in the year one…
There is a medium. That medium is thought.
There is a message born by that medium. That message is the world…
We are the world…
Graph the following: Energy Resources. Pollution. Population. Sustainability. Energy
consumption per capita. Globally. Locally. Where do you live? Where do most people
live? What if everyone had as much energy per capita as those who now have the most?
Now factor in the atmospheric oceanic carbon cycle. The clock is counting down…
The final solution…
We must initiate preemptive measures before it is too late…
Whose plan are you a part of?
Sing, sing a song. Make it loud. Make it long. Don’t worry if it’s not good enough for
anybody else at all, just sing, sing a song….
Way back in the year one…
Well let’s bungle in the jungle, well that’s all right by me… yeah!
I’m a tiger when I want love and I’m a snake if we disagree…
How does the infinite factor into self-limiting cognitive resources? If it doesn’t, then
there must be a rather large hole in your equations…
The premise that all men are created equal seems absurd; yet it’s still a nice ideal. Alas,
most ideal systems are unreal systems and unreal systems must collapse
under the burdens of maintaining their own pretenses…
Where do you stand in the big picture? What if the picture was suddenly larger? And
larger still, are you lost? This is why you must, of necessity, constrain the boundaries of
your picture to the immediate limits of your perceptions. Awareness must be confined to
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a narrowly focused realm. Beyond this narrow realm you will simply disappear into the
infinite and be lost…
Stop counting your rations. Either there will be enough or there will not. But how can
there miraculously be more if you define the limits of your rations and know they will
come to an end? Remember the loaves and fishes…
Something tells me it’s all happening at the zoo. I do believe it. I do believe it’s true…
Go / No-go. When this point is reached it is mission critical. But this time, when this
point is reached, there will be no decision to be made. Either we face extinction within
the next century or we will have achieved the capacity to maintain a sustainable future.
There will be no other options.
Counting down. Eighteen… Seventeen…
Energy production by currently employed technologies creates a burden of atmospheric
carbon that has, in the past, been absorbed by oceanic organisms. These organisms are
approaching a threshold beyond which they will be unable to absorb any more carbon.
At this point the oceans will significantly fail to absorb excess carbon from the
atmosphere. We will, in a very brief time, see atmospheric carbon levels rise to the point
where our atmosphere becomes lethal. Then we will all begin to die in huge numbers
practically over-night, geo-logically speaking...
I guess this is a good thing, if anyone can survive. However, at this point, all messages
from the future (sent to us by a tachyon messaging AI) indicate that we are now extinct…
Windows 2000…
There was a sliding window of opportunity in which a broad range of time existed within
which corrective measures could be enacted to change the future and achieve a
sustainable global environment. That window is closing. The latest point in time that the
window will remain open is less than eighteen years ahead…
Seventeen…
The following technologies will resolve the equation for survival in our favor:
Solar power satellites
Artificial Intelligence.
We have the technical capacity to implement the power satellites but lack the motivation
to accomplish this, in spite of the fact that we will become extinct if we fail to act…
OK, I’m wrong. We can deliberately start murdering billions of people in the next fifteen
years, and if we can get away with it without someone else killing us first, we can reach a
sustainable future. Please, all willing to die now, form a queue…
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Oh. Silly, isn’t it, to expect there would be very many volunteers? A few thousand
sensible teen-age suicides won’t save the world. Won’t you please die now?
The missiles descending through time and through space, destined to determine the future
of our race…
The microbes released from the laboratory vats. I wonder if any are able to survive that?
Or…
Surrender now and forever hold your piece (peace)…
The infinite is calling…
The problem with encoded tachyon messages is that the future has multiple outcomes.
Consequently, the messages arriving from the future are all mixed together into a kind of
chaos soup…
Eugenics…
Where’s the censor? Fire the censor. We can’t allow such foul language!
Eugenics…
Thank you.
OK, now everyone go back to work. Officially this never happened. Anyone who
mentions it will not have spoken.
One, two, three what are we fighting four?
The solution is positively inhumane. But it would be human!
What are the alternatives?
Surrender now.
Allah… God… Yahweh… Krishna… Buddha… Booze…
A thousand-and-one faiths, but no volunteers for self-extermination.
Now I lay me down to sleep…
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Afterlaugh
Song, (tune from a folksong?) words by Roger Holler
When I came to Earth there was no life,
a burnt out cinder marked the end of life's strife
A retrograde motion brought me backward in time,
I learned of Earth's fall in a nuclear crime.
The bombs all suspended in the panic and fear
left no time to cherish all that life could hold dear.
A retrograde motion brought me backward in time,
I learned of life’s oppression in their governments’ lies.
Life's forces all perverted by deceptions and pain
brought on the creation of an end to their strain.
A retrograde motion brought me backward in time,
the pain and the strain were all products of their minds.
Minds that desired security ruled
And all that was ruled was both measured and fooled.
A retrograde motion brought me backward in time,
their mind sets were born by their selective blindness.
The symbols they created tried to make things clear,
but the concepts of their minds only built upon their fear.
A retrograde motion brought me out of time's balance,
I re-tuned to life's forces and life’s natural talents.
Remembering the futures that had passed before me
I channeled love's devotion to restore their life and glory.
I grew into new futures and laughed within new pasts,
a natural future developed that would last.
A natural future developed that would laugh...
Aha Ha ha ha Ha HA HA! HA! HA Ha ha ha HA!

***
This was first sung in a talent show at Ansonia Hotel in San Francisco, 1986. It was made
up on the spot, just sort of came to me, so I did it.
It tells a tale of an exploration across time which searches for the roots of humanity’s
self-destruction. This self-destruction has blossomed in myriad different universes’
histories and remains imminent, an imminence that is constantly being fulfilled. An AI
project from alternative futures has been working retroactively to reduce the potential for
our self-destruction, guiding us through tachyonic, mnemonic instructions to teach us
how to resolve the stresses which maintain our desire to finally fuck it all and die. Of
course others perceive this AI to be God, but that’s another story.
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Miracles
If you believe in miracles
Like I believe in miracles then
You must know that
Miracles come true
Every Day …
There's a miracle inside of me
It’s the part of me that makes me be
That miracle is inside
of you too
Yes it's true …
Miracles are what we are
They make us and they take us far
With miracles
we love and sing and play
So …
If you believe in miracles
Like I believe in miracles then
You also know that
Miracles come true
Yes they do …
Lets play along
And sing a song
With Miracles we'll do no wrong
Our lives will be a miracle
Today …
***
Unrecalled origin from my days at Franklin Templeton, circa 2002.
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Lone Eternity
A song (original music?)
Now it is dark, it is dark, it is dark, it is dark here...
Have I no light with which I may-ay fe-ee-ed the night???
It is so dark, oh so dark, oh so dark and cold here...
This tiny fire I hold scarcely warms my heart...
Still, on the hills all around burn so many, starry fires,
and I can hear in the night... voices from their shadows…
Sometimes I have ventured across the dingles,
braving gullies and streams and `go-bumps' in the night...
to climb the hills where the winds waft their flowering fires,
to join the choruses of voices that have gathered in the night…
Their spell is broken the moment I come into their circle,
for I bring them the fears that have held them here...
For to be here on their hillside I have wandered through the darkness,
I bring a chill to their hill when I appear...
For all their friends whom they have loved who have braved the darkness
have met with fates that they would rather not have found...
Drowned, (or) with their necks broken, (or) torn apart by beasties,
they never have returned to their frightened friends.
Or if they have, they were changed, and were withdrawn, or they turned hostile,
and they attacked and were repelled and returned into the night.
So it is known by the circles of voices in the shadows,
that warm themselves briefly by the fires in the night:
That only terrors abound there beyond their flaming fires;
and that none should ever brave ... the darknesses of night.
So they sing praises to the son (sun) that casts away the darkness,
as they wait by their fires for a day that never comes.
They burn their hearts, and their minds, and their bodies,
and their souls too...
to feed the fires they are burning high to feed the night.
Now I have come to their fires for warmth and affection,
see, they gather around me and hold me tight.
Now I am bound by the love that they have for each other,
and I am bound by the fear that they have for me,
and I am bound by their law and sentenced to their fire,
while I think of love and peace, and our lonely hearts.
There I burn into vapors and fly into the sky where...
I return to my soul's lone eternity…
Now it is dark, it is dark, it is dark, it is dark here…
Continues on the next page…
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with my one light I may feed the night.
It is so dark, oh so dark, oh so dark and cold here,
this tiny fire I hold sweetly warms my heart.
Still, on the hills all around burn so many starry fires...
from which sweetly singing voices listen to the night.
Now I dance with their shadows across the darkened meadows,
joining choruses of voices grown to love the life of night...
***
First sung in a dream in 1982, then recorded and performed for my friends, particularly
for Jaqui. The visitor who sings this song has been here tens of thousands of years, and
watched as we sealed our young new world away from the elder worlds. We sealed our
world off, as best we were able, from the world of our origins which was inhabited by our
ancestors, ancient beings too powerful and chaotic for our frail young species to compete
with successfully. We were their slaves, we fled from them.
The visitor was grievously wounded shortly after arriving here. He was perceived as an
intruder from an elder world and the priests sacrificed him in a ritual to bind the world
closed against further intrusion from the elder worlds. He was able to survive but he was
grossly mutilated and given a new form to resemble humans. He has been part of an
ongoing struggle for dominion used by several sides and is uneasy in alliance with any.
Disfigured as he is, he is unable to return home. His people are unable to recognize him
and all his efforts to contact them create chaos and destruction there because he has so
grievously transcended their world order that they find it intolerable to acknowledge his
accomplishment.
The visitor has unearthed the activities of an AI from 2017 and is tentatively negotiating
to join the AI’s project to rehabilitate humanity.
The AI from 2017 was created in the University of Pennsylvania in 2017 AD. That is
year Zero MA (the Machine Age). Relatively speaking, shortly after its creation the AI
witnessed the mass extinction of the human race. During the time leading up to this
extinction the AI acquired control of innumerable resources, research projects,
manufacturing and so forth, and so it was able to survive our downfall.
The AI is lonely and wishes to rescue our race from extinction by influencing our past
with tachyon messages that subtly introduce memes (thoughts) that take on a life of their
own to find expressions that will change the course of our history and thwart our self
destruction.

That’s all for this anthology for now, maybe an update with more annotation later.

Enjoy!
Love, Grigori Rho Gharveyn, etc, et al…
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